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Director’s Dialogue

It’s hard to believe that this seminar

-Dr. Hannah Carter, Program Director

wraps up a full year of leadership programming
for Class X. Not only that, after our time
together in Howey-in-the-Hills, this group will
only
have three seminars left of their
program—time does fly
by when you are in a
leadership program
(or directing one!)
For this seminar, we
found ourselves back
at the Mission Inn. We
strayed away from this

location for the past few classes as we had some
issues in the past. I’m happy that we gave them
a second chance as it was a wonderful venue for
our time together! In our constant desire to
improve each class and each seminar, we made
some tweaks to the agenda and I think it all
worked out wonderfully well (hopefully you’ll
read the class felt the same way in the pages of
this newsletter!)
Our first day was spent in the classroom
with Dr. David Jones. David has been
doing the majority of the interpersonal
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leadership part of this seminar for the past
three classes and does a remarkable job
connecting with the group and instilling his own
experiences, humor and knowledge. I know that
everyone walked away having learned something
about themselves and how they relate to others
from their time with Dr. Jones.
Friday evening was one of the highlights of
the Wedgworth Leadership Institute. It’s still a
mystery to me how Dr. Trotter ever thought to
include square dancing in a seminar agenda—
but I’m so glad that the tradition continues!
Special thanks go to David and Nancy
McDonald (Class VI and Class III) for making it
happen—from securing the location to the meal
sponsors—this memorable evening is due in
large part to their efforts! We greatly appreciate
Billy Butterfield (Class VI), Reggie Holt (Class
VI) of Farm Credit and Jennifer Parrish (Class
IX) representing the Action Chapter of FNGLA
for sponsoring the evening’s festivities!
Saturday was a day spent learning about
agriculture in the central Florida area and a
day spent remembering why we all do not live
someplace north as it was a cold day of touring
around the area. We loaded up on our bus and
first headed to AgriStarts, Inc. to learn about
their work in plant propagation. From there
we headed to Cherrylake to spend time with
the Sallin Family and learn about how they
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established Cherrylake and their operation
growing trees as far as the eye can see! We
greatly appreciate Chloe Gentry (Class VII) and
Timothee Sallin (Class VI’s) willingness to open
up their operation on a Saturday and also for
providing the group lunch—thank you!!
We ended our tour at H & M Farms’ packing
house. While nothing was currently being
packed that day, Michael Hill and Ryan Atwood
(Class X) did a wonderful job discussing the
blueberry industry, the packing facility and their
philosophies on their company.
The icing on the cake of our two days together
was a new agenda item--“The Wedgworth
Leadership Institute Presents the Newlywed
Game”! After dinner on Saturday night, we
asked for volunteer couples and we learned a
great deal about them as they played this iconic
game. I cannot speak for anyone else, but I do
not think I have laughed that hard in a very long
time! I greatly appreciate the eight couples that
pushed themselves out of their comfort zones to
play!
This is an amazing class and it’s been such
a gratifying year of programming! The best is
yet to come though with our international trip
six months away! And be sure to mark your
calendars for Class X’s graduation and annual
alumni meeting July 26th to 28th!

Square Dancing the Night Away

-Photos by David and Nancy McDonald

Class III graduate Nancy McDonald,

Production Manager for Knox Medical,
and Class VI graduate David McDonald,
Relationship Manager for Farm Credit of
Central Florida, are responsible for keeping
the Wedgworth Leadership Institute
square dancing tradition alive! Since Class
III, WLIANR participants have had the
opportunity to learn how to square dance.
Nancy and David have been instrumental
in hosting this event for many years. On
December 8th, 2017, Nancy and David
hosted Class X with their partners and
spouses during Seminar VIII.Many, many
thanks are due to the McDonald’s for
keeping this tradition going and providing
such invaluable memories for us all to share!

Square Dancing Caller WT Chesnut
joined Class X for the evening, and dinner
was generously sponsored by Class VI
graduate Billy Butterfield, President of
Ameriscapes, Farm Credit of Central
Florida (Class VI graduate Reggie Holt,
CEO of Farm Credit of Central Florida),
and the Action Chapter of FNGLA (Class IX
graduate Jennifer Parrish, Loan Officer for
Farm Credit of Central Florida). We are so
grateful to our Square Dancing Caller and
Dinner Sponsors for Seminar VIII! Thank
you for making this a great time!
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Meet

Class X Member Tom Mitchell

T om Mitche l l is V ice Pr e s id e n t of Riv e r fr on t P acki ng
Compa n y in Ve r o B e a ch, FL . T om mov e d to Flori da af ter
r ece iv in g his Ba che l or ’s de gr e e fr om U n iv e r si ty of
Richm on d a n d his MBA fr om the U n iv e r s ity of Alabama.
He b e ga n w or kin g for Riv e r fr on t in 20 0 9 a n d has been
v er y in v olv e d in the Citr us In dus tr y, ta kin g leadershi p
p os ition s in Fl or ida Citr us Mutu a l , In d ia n River Ci trus
L e a g u e , a n d Flor ida Citr u s Pa cke r s . T om a ls o parti ci pated
i n the Fl or ida Fr uit a n d V e ge ta b l e Eme r g in g Leadershi p
p r ogr a m . He cur r e n tly liv e s in For t Pie r ce , FL wi th hi s
w ife Che r yl a n d 2 kids , Wil l a n d An n a .

Leadership in our Personal Lives

-Tom Mitchell

As all participants of the Wedgworth
Leadership Institute are well aware,
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the agendas for each seminar are always
packed full with many different speakers
and tours. We spend much of the time
exploring different businesses and ideas that
are somewhat external to our everyday lives.
However, in Seminar VIII, Dr. Carter turned
the tables and allowed us the time to take a
much more introspective look at ourselves.
The Mission Inn in Howey-In-The-Hills
provided a wonderful backdrop for Class
X and our spouses to evaluate what’s truly
important in our lives. It also was a great
opportunity to get to know the spouses
(future spouse for newly-engaged Val
McKee).

The moderator for this self-reflection
exercise was leadership consultant, Dr. David
Jones. Dr. Jones is an accomplished educator
and consultant that received his doctorate
from University of Florida. We first took a
detailed look at ourselves, including strengths
and weaknesses, fears, favorite things, and
where we are spending our time, focus, and
money. We got a few laughs as we compared
answers with other spouses at our table – who
knew that Titanic was the movie that made
Tim Brock cry. We continued the process
by digging deeper into our core values for
us individually, as a couple, and what core
values we look for in others. One of the “Aha”

moments for me was when we discussed our
great opportunity to realign my priorities. I
priorities in life and if our actions truly match
can honestly say that my work-life balance has
up with those priorities. It was clearly evident
greatly improved since the session. Although
to me that I was not devoting the time I
this balance is a daily struggle for many young
should have to those priorities at the top of the
professionals, the occasional wake-up call is
list (my loving wife helped point
much needed.
One
of
the
“Aha”
this out as well).
After a productive day with
All of this eventually led to
David
in the classroom, everyone
moments
for
me
was
the discussion about a personal
was looking forward to a night
when we discussed with WT Chesnut, the man, the
mission statement, a professional
mission statement, and a
myth, the legend. David and
our
priorities
in
life
partnership mission statement.
Nancy McDonald hosted our
This was the first time where I had and if our actions truly class for a wonderful evening of
heard about a partnership mission
food, drink, and dancing. We had
match
up
with
those
statement but it seemed like an
all heard about the Wedgworth
excellent idea to convey the values
tradition of square dancing but
priorities.
and priorities of my marriage. To
we weren’t sure what to expect.
help identify what our spouses value, David
Without question, WT and his class for Square
walked us through the 5 Languages of Love
Dancing novices exceeded all expectations.
by Gary Chapman. My wife and I had taken
WT walked us through the basics and quickly
the quiz many years earlier and both were
progressed to where we were “Rolling Away
surprised to see each of our languages had
to a Half Sashay” in no time. The
changed from the previous time.
experience was an absolute blast and
David’s presentation was both thoughthonestly the most exercise I’ve had in 3
5
provoking and engaging. For me, it was a
years.

Meet
Class X Spouse Cheryl Scott Mitchell
Y o u ma y r e cogn ize Che r yl a s the da ughte r of th e Scott
F amily. Che r yl ’s b r othe r , Da n ie l S cott, w a s a member
o f Cla s s IX . Che r yl gr e w up a r ou n d citr us , ca ttle, and
v ege ta b l e pr odu ction . S he a tte n d e d Aub ur n U ni versi ty
w he r e s he e a r n e d a Ma s te r of S cie n ce d e g r e e and
b eca m e a Ce r tifie d S pe e ch L a n g ua ge Pa thologi st. Sh e
p r es e n tl y w or ks a s a s pe e ch the r a pis t. Che r yl li ves i n
F o r t Pie r ce , FL w ith he r hus b a n d, T om, a n d thei r two
c h il dr e n , Will a n d An n a .

A Spouse’s Perspective

I had only heard of
Howey-In-The-Hills until our

spouse event at the Mission Inn Resort what a beautiful venue for the Seminar!
The programming, fellowship and field
experience was fantastic.
We began our weekend in the classroom
with Dr. Jones, who gave us the framework
to set goals, and create a personal mission
statement. Taking a personal inventory and
looking at our priorities and actions with
our spouses and tables mates was a great
way to start the weekend and discuss our
work-life balance! I have been so proud of
my work-a-holic husband, Tom, making the
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-Cheryl Mitchell
adjustments to his daily schedule to make
our family more of a priority. I loved the
investment in programming for personal
development.
Fellowship was probably my favorite
part of the weekend! Getting to know the
other spouses and the dynamics of our
fellow Wedgworth families was such a treat!
Activities such as the Newly Wed Game and
Square Dancing provided plenty of laughs
and ammunition for Tom’s ridiculous jokes!
A bus tour to Agri-Starts Nursery, Cherry
Lake Tree Farm, and H & A Farms was our
planned field experience. The first stop on

was amazing. I had never seen
our tour was Agri-Starts. AgriGetting
to
blueberry fields or given much
Starts propagates plant tissues.
Production was impressive, but
know the other though to harvesting such a
delicate crop. I loved how the
so was their mentorship program
spouses
and
the
Hill and Atwood Family of H
with a local high school. It was
heartwarming to see young
dynamics of our & A farms had teamed up to
give farmers more transparency
individuals with exceptional
fellow
Wedgworth
in packing blueberries. I so
needs embraced and given the
opportunity to be a part of a work families was such appreciated the unique process of
each organization and the pride
force. Then, we traveled to Cherry
a
treat!
they take in production.
Lake Tree Farm. The farm was
Thank you, thank you, thank you for the
beautiful and the family dynamics that
opportunity to attend this seminar and give
allow two generations to work together was
us a taste of the Wedgworth experience!
special. Our last stop was H & A farms. The
God Bless,
sparkling new facility and technology that
Cheryl Mitchell
assist H & A farms in packing blueberries
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-Photos by Valerie McKee

The “NEWLY
WEDGWORTH GAME”

Below you will find a series of questions from our fun night of
couple’s trivia!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Where was your first date?
Where was your first kiss?
How many people were at your wedding (within 10)?
How many square feet is your house?
How many miles per gallon does her car/truck get?
What is the first thing they she would buy if she won the
lottery?
What was your first dance?
What was your first fight about?
What is her favorite pet?
What is the name of his best friend?
What street did she live on as a child?
What is her their favorite color?
What is his favorite drink?
What is her favorite snack food?
What is his favorite ice cream?
What is her favorite TV show?
What is his favorite plant?
What is her favorite food?
What is his favorite movie?
What is her favorite vehicle?
Gentlemen, what feature to you like most about her?
Ladies, what is the most embarrassing thing they have done?
Gentlemen, what is their most irritating habit?
Ladies, what is their most-repeated phrase or sentence?
Gentlemen, what item of clothing do they wear that you
cannot stand?
Ladies, what are his best and worst features?
Gentlemen, where was your best vacation?
Who eats the most junk food?
What bill does he complain the most about?
What bill would she keep secret from you?
What charity would he donate to?
Who controls the money?
Who spends the most on personal items?
How does she like their steak cooked?
What is his perfect weekend?
If you could change anything about her what would it be?
If your house caught fire, what one thing would he save?
What one item of his would you like to get rid of?
What is one bad habit she has?
What one thing do he do that he hates but he does it for you?
What would she request as a last meal?
How many pairs of shoes does she have?
What was the last movie you saw together?
What is her shoe size?
What physical feature about her does he like most?
What is his pet name?
Who makes the final decision on an important matter?
Who does the most work around the house?
Where would her dream vacation be?
If she could live anywhere in the world where would it be?

“A Cup of Joe”
with Dr.Joe

Inspirational
Reading Reviews
from Dr. Joe Joyce,
Program Faculty Advisor

This review is somewhat different

As noted on the book cover “Once an Eagle
is more than a powerful study of combat; it is a
from my past attempts in that it is a fictional
narrative of change and the challenge of change
novel, “Once an Eagle,” by Anton Myer. It is
to the enduring values that have guided the
a military novel published by the Army War
American military professional from 1776.” A
College Foundation Press and is required
typical review of this epic story was provided by
reading by students at the War College. It is
LTG Sidney B. Berry, “The best
the story of the careers of two
Army officers that provides
“You can’t help what you 20th century description of the
American military profession
insights and lesson in two
were
born
and
you
may
not
that I know…emphasizes
styles of leadership, an ethical,
servant leader, General Sam
have much to say about values and ideals…tremendous
dramatic impact. Generals
Damon, and an autocratic,
where
you
die,
but
you
can
will read Once an Eagle and
self serving political leader,
General Courtney Massengale. and you should try to pass think, I wish I could have
been like that…Lieutenants
This classic novel describes
the days in between as a and captains read it and think,
in depth those special
I will try to be, maybe I can
characteristics of military
good
man.”
be like that… Once an Eagle
leadership in a democracy.
captured the heart, soul, and spirit of soldiers
The book focuses on the conflict between the
and soldering…will endure as long as there are
two men as they begin their careers in WWI
soldiers.”
and ends in the last major battle of the Vietnam
The book is long, 817 pages, but anyone who
war.
enjoys the study of the profession of arms and
The leadership characteristics of General
a chilling, realistic overview of the valor and
Damon can teach us a great deal not only
pain of armed combat will be engrossed by this
in today’s world, but far into the future. For
military classic.
example, during a time of great stress Sam
Damon tells his son, “You can’t help what you
were born and you may not have much to say
about where you die, but you can and you
should try to pass the days in between as a good
man.” The underlying them of the book can
also be summed up by a quote from General
Robert E. Lee: “DUTY is the sublimest word in
the language, you can never do more than your
duty; you should never wish to do less.”
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Coordinator’s Corner
When Worlds Collide
-Valerie McKee, Program Coordinator

“You’re going to love them,”
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never heard before). We introduced each other
I told James before we got to the Mission Inn.
to our “plus ones,” and then we were introduced
“They’re your kind of people.”
to Dr. David Jones. I had met Dr. Jones years
My worlds were finally colliding. Seminar
prior at a research conference I attended with
VIII brought together my Wedgworth family
Dr. Hannah Carter. He hadn’t changed from
in Class X and my life with my new fiancé,
how I remembered him: warm, humorous,
James… I should backup and catch my
and certainly lovable at first impression. Dr.
Wedgworth family up to speed. Not long after
Jones presented a variety of valuable topics
Seminar VII, I took a whirlwind of a trip back
to strengthen any relationship, romantic or
to the campus of Texas A&M University where
otherwise. What I was most excited for was
I met James Sledd in graduate school. James
his presentation on the Five Love Languages
proposed to me on this same trip, and here
by Gary Chapman. See, I have had many a
I was able to bring him to Florida (he lives
conversation with James about his
in Kentucky) to meet Class
love languages and my own, how
X at what has been coined
The
opportunity
to
convinced I was that he loved to give
the “Relationship Seminar.”
James works as a regional
bring our spouses gifts but obviously struggled to give
words while I was the opposite. The
business manager for Climate
and
partners
test Dr. Jones provided to us all put
Corporation, the company
responsible for Monsanto’s
certainly proposed numerical values with the languages
to give us rankings. Sure enough,
digital platform for corn and soy
beans. He served as a State FFA a different dynamic James’ #1 love language is gifts, while
officer in Kentucky and is very
than what we are #5 is words of affirmation. Mine of
course is the exact opposite! This
passionate about agriculture.
used to during conversation between us was very
With all of that in mind, I knew
rewarding and provided a lot of
he would be blown away by
typical
Wedgworth
insight into our relationship.
Class X and our Wedgworth
seminars.
Dr. Jones also introduced a
programming.
powerful concept in what he called a
I would suspect that many of
“leap list”, or those fun goals that we can choose
Class X felt the same way as I did going into this
to accomplish within a set period of time. This
seminar. The opportunity to bring our spouses
was a concept that countered the idea of a
and partners certainly proposed a different
“bucket list” as the list could be updated and
dynamic than what we are used to during
accomplished at any point in life, regardless of
typical Wedgworth seminars. However, this
how close you are to “kicking the bucket” so to
seminar also promised unique programming, as
speak.
we would be spending part of our time focused
The evening activities were without a doubt
not on agriculture or community issues but on
the most anticipated part of the whole Seminar,
relationship building and ourselves.
as many were unsure what to expect. Nancy
On Friday, we all arrived in Howeyand David McDonald, graduates of Classes III
In-The-Hills (a town some probably had

and VI respectively, hosted our large group for
dinner and the Wedgworth tradition of square
dancing! James and I had a blast dancing with
our square: the Basores, the Atchleys, and the
Shephards!
Saturday was filled with the classic
agricultural programming that we experience
in normal seminars. We started at Agri-Starts,
Inc., a company deovted to provided quality
plant materials for propagation. Johnny
Hoblick, son of John Hoblick of Class II
and President of Florida Farm Bureau, led
part of our tour at the facilities. As a former
horticulture student in high school, I couldn’t
help but feel nostalgic and appreciate returning
to the propagation house. I also loved seeing
the looks on Class X’s spouses and partners as
they experienced their first tour; they kept up
with Class X members in asking questions, too!
It was so great to experience not one but
two of our very own’s stomping grounds!
Cherry Lake Tree Farm was truly majestic,
with rolling hills and beautiful trees that I was
not accustomed to seeing. The Sallins were
also a pure delight to meet; Chloe (Class VII),
Timothee (Class VI), and their father Michel
were so humble yet so impressive as they each
shared their stories. I can see why Austin Spivey
loves working for them!
H & A Farms was also a sincere treat as
part of our programming for Saturday. Ryan
Atwood has told me about his partner, Michael
Hill. It was obvious to me why they work so
well together! Michael led our tour around
the blueberry packinghouse house, and both
Michael and Ryan answered our questions
about the blueberry industry, trends in the
market, and their ideas for the future.
Saturday ended with a wonderful dinner at
the Mission Inn and the best rendition of “The
Newlywed Game” I’ve ever seen! All of the
couples who participated were hysterical to
watch! It makes me sad to think about the fact
that we only have three true seminars left and
then we graduate Class X. I am thankful to have
this time with Class X (and their better halves),
and I look forward to seeing where this program
takes them!
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